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Abstract6

There is currently a need for a review of the definition and methodology of determining7

sustainable yield. The reasons are: (1) current definitions and concepts are ambiguous and8

non-physically based so cannot be used for quantitative application, (2) there is a need to9

eliminate varying interpretations and misinterpretations and provide a sound basis for10

application, (3) the notion that all groundwater systems either are or can be made to be11

sustainable is invalid, (4) often there are an excessive number of factors bound up in the12

definition that are not easily quantifiable, (5) there is often confusion between production13

facility optimal yield and basin sustainable yield, (6) in many semi-arid and arid environments14

groundwater systems cannot be sensibly developed using a sustained yield policy particularly15

where ecological constraints are applied. Derivation of sustainable yield using conservation of16

mass principles leads to expressions for basin sustainable, partial (nonsustainable) mining and17

total (non-sustainable) mining yields that can be readily determined using numerical18

modelling methods and selected on the basis of applied constraints. For some cases there has19

to be recognition that the groundwater resource is not renewable and its use cannot therefore20

be sustainable. In these cases, its destiny should be the best equitable use. We suggest using21

the term Managed Yield as an alternative to Sustainable Yield to clarify the ambiguity among22

stakeholders.23

24
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4 DISCUSSIONS A) DEVELOPMENT OF SAFE YIELD CONCEPT

2 Introduction43

The debate has developed about the way in which the ”capacity” of an aquifer to deliver water to sustainable end44
that should be defined and determined quantitatively and qualitatively. As ramification two prominent concepts45
were developed first Safe Yield and much later Sustainable Yield. These concepts together with a variety of applied46
constraints constitute what has been called ”sustainable groundwater development” groundwater systems and47
may be provided by other water system components as well. This is in particular the case for the water supply48
function: in most regions one may choose between groundwater and surface water, or even desalinized seawater49
and nonconventional sources such as treated waste-water, as alternative sources for satisfying the same water50
demand The resource exploration and its management has directional horizons e.g. increasing or decreasing.51
Groundwater development and management should be viewed in an integrated water resources management52
perspective, or even in a broader regional development context. Management aspect of ground water is difficult53
and have to develop on scientific grounds due to an increase in ratio of groundwater usage to groundwater54
availability. In this scenario over exploitation and long term capacity of aquifer is big question to solve because55
the capacity of aquifer is reducing continuously due to over exploitation ??Custodio 2002). The key question56
then is not whether the development of a particular groundwater system is sustainable, but rather whether57
the complex of natural resources (to which that groundwater system belongs) allows and supports sustainable58
socio-economic development and preservation of desired environmental conditions in the region59

The actual abstraction is significantly less than the theoretical proposed and calculated, there are cases where60
it has assessed that the abstraction exceeds the long-term capacity of the aquifer. In Australia for example,61
the total 538 Groundwater Management Units nationwide examined during a national water audit in 2000, 5762
are regarded as being pumped at a rate that exceeds their long-term capacity (Kalf and Woolley 2005). Water63
resource managers have sought to redeem the situation by reducing the volume allocated, and in some cases64
the volume pumped, to a level that round water systems conservation is a major challenge of this century, but65
their importance from a human perspective lies mainly in the functions and services they provide; Groundwater66
systems are important, which needs to maintain in sustainable future ?? This paper re-examines the concept of67
sustainable yield. It seeks to provide a scientific way of redefining these concepts, rather than a specific word68
definition, further explanation for practitioners and water resource managers who has concern with dynamic69
ground water system. Because the dynamic ground water system could be defined without the sound basis of70
ground water quantification concept. Another objective is to rephrase the concept on a sound scientific ground71
sin the light of fundamental groundwater principles. Most of the concepts outlined in this paper are not new72
because they have been retrieved from the available literature, based on intention to develop a new perspective73
as a way of reminding water resource managers and others that fundamental principles should not be overlooked74
as they seek to show that use of natural resources is sustainable. The reason is that ground water resources have75
different worth as compare to other natural resources.76

This paper begins by first referring the long historical development of yield definitions to place their meaning77
into context, provide some examples of concepts used in a number of countries, and to outline some of the78
ambiguities of sustainable yield definitions. This is followed by a derivation of basin sustainable yield based on79
conservation of mass principles and applied constraints, and a discussion of the implications of some practical80
issues. Some examples of sustainable and nonsustainable yield assessment are followed by a listing of some81
considerations relevant to groundwater management and concepts presented, and conclusions.82

3 II.83

4 Discussions a) Development of Safe Yield concept84

The safe yield concept has originated with prime attention to environment and unwanted declining of water table.85
At first this concept was based on capacity of aquifer and its size reduction without defining its spatial aspects.86
Lee (1915) was first who define the safe yield as maximum quantity of water that could be withdraw from ground87
water system without producing the unwanted results to aquifer. Soon after him Meinzer (1923) has defined88
safe yield as rate of maximum output of aquifer to human being. It seems that the Meizer has discussed only89
the economic aspects of ground water system. After that Conkling (1946) and Banks (1953) has discussed the90
water quality and water rights concept. Further addition was made by Todd (1959) in safe yield concept as ”it91
is amount of water that can be withdrawn annually without producing undesired results”.92

With the passage of time safe yield concept further manipulated but Thomas (1951) Kazmann (1956) have93
inhibited this definition because of misconstruction, vagueness, static and dynamics difference of ground water94
system. Although this definition of safe yield still in use ignoring other relevancy to ground water system but95
still yield quantification required to improve it further. Another ambiguity linked with maximum and minimum96
limits of Many suggestions for improving the safe-yield concept have focused on considering the yield concept in97
a socioeconomic sense within the overall framework of optimization theory. The optimum yield is determined by98
selecting the optimal management scheme from a set of possible alternative schemes. Of course, within such a99
framework, consideration of present and future costs and benefits may lead to optimal yields that involve mining100
ground water, perhaps to exhaustion.101

A common misperception tailored that the development of ground water system is safe if the average annual102
rate of ground water withdrawal does not exceed the average annual rate of natural recharge. Brede hoeft103
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??1982) and Bredehoeft (2002) give examples of how safe development of aquifer depends instead on how much of104
extraction can be captured from increased recharge and decreased discharge. Sophocleous (1997) and Bredehoeft105
(1997) have further elaborate that for safe yield the quantification of recharge should be greater than discharge106
on contrary discharge increase will not hold safe yield concept.107

5 b) Development Sustainable yield108

The sustainable concept is developed in early 1980s with centered idea of limited availability of resources and109
how to regenerate for coming generations. Proper definition of was given by Brundtl and commission (1987)110
which was also known as world commission on environment and development that is ”to meet the needs without111
compromising the future generations. Then United Nation (1992) has put forward the concept of sustainability.112
This idea is based on integration of environmental and development apprehensions. Further it is highlighted in113
recent World summit that sustainability is concept which deals with resources quantification.114

The water resources sustainability is different as compare to other natural resources. It is also crucial to define115
water sustainability, because it is vitally linked with existence of human being and according to some estimation116
more than 0.783 billion people will not have safe drinking water by 2050 (Gleick 2001). Like the The Move from117
Safe Yield to Sustainability and Manage Yield (Hiscock et al. 2002). If the concept of sustainable groundwater118
development is to be applied, then it is essential that both safe yield and sustainable yield be understood.119
Unfortunately, this is currently not the case and there is a variety of interpretations and often also confusion as120
to their exact meaning ?? concept of safe yield, sustainable yield is also expressed in broader extent which make121
somewhat ambiguous due to applied constraints. Holistic view of sustainable yield may be valuable to some122
environmental economic aspects but in water resources it is defined within the confined framework which is not123
elaborating water resources in detail due to broader spectrum (Sophocleous 1998;Alley et al. 1999;Sophocleous124
2000). Although it is tried to explain sustainable yield in similar lines of safe yield concept but it is still ambiguous125
due to dynamic ground water system and its development.©126

The major challenge of this era is to define sustainability due to its versatile scope (UNESCO 1999; Loucks127
2000). Some ambiguities attached with sustainability concept due to its philosophical framework (Norton and128
Toman 1995). For example, the use of resources will be differed from ecologist to economist due to their129
perspectives of ecosystem existence and profit generation or else. And also economist will think about non130
declining end of his capital stock and will seek the relation between strong and weak sustainability of his resources.131

6 c) The managed yield concept and its justifications132

The safe yield and sustainable yield concept could not be fully implemented to ground water system due to133
its complex structure and applied constraints attached with it. Sustainability concept related to ground water134
resources is more concern with safe yield. Because of dynamic nature and anthropogenic intrusion along with135
land use change ??Alley et al. 2002). Safe yield has functional relation with water withdrawal and its temporal136
pattern while the sustainable yield caters long term availability of water resource through replenishment in dry137
season and withdraw in wet season.138

Sustainability is a very complex concept. Its practical interpretation depends on the systems considered,139
the angle of view, the overall local context and subjective comparisons between alternative futures. Applied to140
groundwater abstraction, it makes a difference whether one has sustainable pumping in mind or the sustainability141
of the local society and ecosystems. In the latter perspective, even unsustainable pumping from a non-renewable142
groundwater resource might contribute to sustainable development, provided that other water resources are143
available to meet water demands on the long run, after the non-renewable groundwater resource will be exhausted.144
Furthermore, the extent of storage depletion due to pumping may vary from case to case, and the same is true for145
the impacts of storage depletion. Such impacts tend to be more severe in arid than in humid climates, because146
buffering by other components of the water cycle there is less likely to occur.147

Sustainable yield has not enough to justify ground water in dry and wet periods, per capita water demands,148
withdraw management, impacts of renewable fluxes (base flow intrusion), runoff recharging variables, ground149
water stress estimation, subsurface anomalies, spatial and temporal pattern of ground water availability, social150
issues, environmental problems, legal aspects, chemical parameters, physical and biological variables, water151
demand and supply, anthropogenic variables and climate change scenarios. Sustainable yield put forward by152
considering water as capital which could be maximized and optimized for future that seems less practical.153

We are agreeing that water is natural resources and it may have been considered as renewable resources in154
past but growing population has changed this approach. According to UNDESA 2015 world population will grow155
up to 9.7 billion by 2050 which will put pressure to ground water system to withdraw more water to meet the156
increasing demand of masses. It would become difficult to define per capita water availability due to limited157
resources of water. This upsurge of population will also become a reason for growing urbanization which will158
further reduce the natural replenishment of ground water system.159

We may consider of ground water as partial renewable resource due to reduction of recharge and increase in160
discharge from ground water system due to negative impacts of physical, social, environment and legal variables.161
So to secure ground water for our future we don’t need to sustain on philosophical agreements but we need to162
develop out ground water resources in a managed manner. We can manage it by making the controlled with163
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8 CONCLUSIONS

drawal of water from system and maximizing input to system for replacement. Stress analysis should be done to164
optimize the availability of water in managed way. Quantification and qualification may also be achieved through165
strict management and policy making efforts. Furthermore, subsurface anomalies will be treated in technical way166
with its spatial, temporal and trans boundary aspects. Anthropogenic and climate variable may be adopted in a167
managed fashion to avoid future uncertainties.168

In view of above discussions, we may conclude that ”managed yield” is more sophisticated term instead of169
using the safe yield or sustainable yield. Because we only manage the ground water availability in the long run170
ignoring the undesired effects on water table. It is very difficult to apply the sustainability concept to ground171
water system due to its complexity, dynamic nature, quantification aspects and spatio-temporal variability.172

7 III.173

8 Conclusions174

The safe yield concept was developed the idea of water withdrawal from ground water system while the sustainable175
yield concept was developed on optimization of resources by considering water as capital resource. But practical176
simplicities attached to these concepts are ambiguous and misinterpreted t of ground water system e.g.the177
recharging and discharging in growing population and technical variables.The sustainable yield conceptis more178
economical, social, and legal in nature while safe yield considered only technical aspects of ground water system. In179
view of both concepts either safe yield or sustainable yield cannot define the ground water system alone, therefore180
a sophisticated approached is required to explain system regardless all ambiguities In addition to sustainability181
concept interpretation, whether one is able to cope with certain physical impacts of ground water mining varies182
according to the local conditions. Wealthy developed societies with good access to financial resources and183
technology are in this respect in a more favorable position than poor developing countries. Whatever perspective184
is chosen, it is clear that groundwater development always comes at a cost (environmental, financial or otherwise).185
It is up to society to decide whether this cost is balanced or outweighed by the benefits of the abstracted186
groundwater and does not threaten sustainable development. In order to underpin such a decision adequately,187
it is important to have a good picture of the groundwater system considered, to understand its response to188
pumping (avoiding the water budget myth and other erroneous concepts) and to oversee its socio-economic and189
environmental setting.190

Water resources cannot be developed without altering the natural environment; thus, one should not define191
basin yields, either as safe or sustainable, without carefully explaining the assumptions that have been made about192
the acceptable effects of ground water development on the environment. Even with assumptions about acceptable193
changes, the concept of a static safe, or sustainable, yield may not be realistic in light of potential changes in194
hydrology from landuse activities and climate change. For example, urbanization and agricultural development195
in a basin affect infiltration, runoff, evapotranspiration, and recharge, resulting in the changing of hydrologic196
cycle through time. a) Summary Remarks Although many people have expressed concerns about the ambiguity197
of the term sustainability, the fact remains that prudent development of a ground water basin in today’s world is198
a complicated undertaking. A key challenge for sustained use of ground water resources is to frame the hydrologic199
implications of various alternative development strategies in such a way that their long-term implications can200
be properly evaluated. Each hydrologic system and development situation is unique and requires an analysis201
adjusted to the nature of the water issues being faced, including the social, economic, and legal constraints202
that must be taken into account. The role of hydrologists in addressing issues of sustainability is evolving203
as technologies, understanding of the longterm effects of ground water consumption, and societal priorities.204
For example, meeting the challenges of water resources sustainability increasingly involves understanding and205
predicting long-term ecological and water quality impacts and applying innovative approaches to conjunctive use206
of ground water and surface water, artificial recharge, and water reuse. Scientists and engineers should continue207
to play a key role in shaping this transition.208
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